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Abstract—The operation and control of the existing power grid system, which is challenged with rising demands and peak loads, has

been considered passive. Congestion is often discovered in high-demand regions, and at locations where abundant renewable energy

is generated and injected into the grid; this is attributed to a lack of transmission lines, transfer capability, and transmission capacity.

While developing distributed generation (DG) tends to alleviate the traditional congestion problem, employing information and

communications technology (ICT) helps manage DG more effectively. ICT involves a vast amount of data to facilitate a broader

knowledge of the network status. Data computation and communications are critical elements that can impact the system

performance. In this paper, we consider congestion caused by power surpluses produced from households’ solar units on rooftops or

on ground. Disconnecting some solar units is required to maintain the reliability of the distribution grid. We propose a model for the

disconnection process via smart metering communications between smart meters and the utility control center. By modeling the

surplus congestion issue as a knapsack problem, we can solve it by proposed greedy solutions. Reduced computation time and data

traffic in the network can be achieved.

Index Terms—Smart grid, cyber-physical system, demand and supply, distributed generation, renewable energy resources, power

surplus, congestion, coordination and scheduling, smart metering.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE electric power grid is one of the national critical
infrastructures provisioned with reliability and security

assurances. The existing grid is nearly a hundred year old,
and many electric facilities and equipment in the grid are
based on old technologies. While the power grid operation
essentially entails voltage/current control as well as fault
detection and isolation, most of research works on reliability
of the power grid system have only focused on 1) the current
carrying from power generation, transmission, to distribution
lines consisting of numbers of transformers, buses, and
circuit breakers, and 2) the protection system interacting with
the current carrying methods that can be affected by the
performance of protective relays, reclosers, and the asso-
ciated hardware [1]. There have been a few research works
on modeling telecommunications and distributed comput-
ing for the grid operation. As the smart grid vision has
emerged, integrating information and communications
technologies (ICT) into the power grid will provide greater
transparency with data collection and aggregation through-
out the entire network. More intelligent and automatic
protection of the grid will be achieved with the aid of ICT

implementation. Meanwhile, the cyber-physical system will
require preliminary investigations and analyses on commu-
nications network modeling, interoperability of various
technologies, and vulnerability of the system, primarily
instigated by cyber-security threats with respect to data
protection and privacy [2], [3], [4], [5].

The conventional power grid has been built under a
centralized infrastructure such that a single far-end power
generator supplies power to multiple groups of end users
through transmission and distribution lines. The centralized
method has limited the improvement of system performance
in terms of network availability and operational flexibility
[6]. Meanwhile, the infrastructure is greatly vulnerable to
single-point failures and attacks. Furthermore, according to
the US Energy Information Administration (EIA) Annual
Energy Review 2009 [7], the efficiency of the current power
grid is as low as approximately 30 percent because of the loss
in energy conversion at power plants and the loss in
transmission and distribution.

Power transmission congestion has also been one of the
major issues in the centralized power system network.
According to the US Department of Energy (DOE) 2009
National Electric Transmission Congestion Study [8], the
two most critical congestion areas are 1) midstate New York
and southward along the Atlantic coastal plain to northern
Virginia, and 2) the urban centers of southern California.
Power flow in transmission lines often becomes congested
when the network is overloaded due to rising power
demand and power generation, insufficient capacity and
capability of power transmission, peak demands in urban
areas, distant demands in rural areas, and a lack of power
transmission lines. In addition, abundant but intermittent
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power generation from renewable energy sources (RES)
such as solar and wind farms raises even more challenges
for network operators to control. Since there is not enough
transmission capacity to support all demands for deliveries
(transactions) that cannot be physically implemented as
requested, congestion management methods are required
for deregulated electricity markets [9], [10].

The smart grid vision initializes the transition from a
centralized macrogrid to multiple decentralized microgrids
(MGs) in order to enhance the quality and stability of energy
distribution and decrease greenhouse gas emissions. The
development of MGs tends to reduce long-distance power
transmission losses and alleviate power congestion by
balancing power supply and demand in a distributed way.
An MG is a controlled and coordinated grouping of electrical
sources and loads that operates in union as a single manage-
able entity. Electrical sources include distributed generation
(DG) and energy storage, whereas loads refer to power
demands. The MG is operated in two modes: grid-connected
mode and islanded mode [11], [12]. In the grid-connected
mode, power in MGs is supplied from both the main (macro)
grid and its local DG. When an incident is detected (e.g.,
voltage drop, faults) in the main grid, MGs automatically
switch to the islanded mode until the incident is resolved.
Most research works have devoted to the islanded operation
and the transition between islanded and grid-connected
modes [13]. DG systems consist of diverse distributed energy
resources (DER) technologies, such as solar panels, wind
turbines, combined heat and power (CHP), MicroCHP,
microturbines, and fuel cells. Many MG research, develop-
ment, and demonstration activities are in progress through-
out the world, e.g., the National Technical University of
Athens (NTUA) in Europe and the Consortium for Electric
Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) in US [11], [12].
The effectiveness of MGs along with DG implementation
entails policies and regulations [14], control strategies and
communications algorithms [15], and contribution factors in
terms of real and reactive power flow analysis [13], [16]. They
are all parts of smart grid projects.

The proliferation of DG deployed in MG and neighbor-
hoods will further increase the penetration of DER and local
generation capacity. Installing solar panels on rooftops of
houses and buildings has dramatically increased recently in
various countries. Consumers may use solar energy they
produce from the solar units to operate their household
appliances and personal electronics. Any extra energy that is
unused will flow back to the utility grid for credits on their
bills, i.e., in the case of a grid-tie system. Once DG becomes
more prevalent in the future, congestion can potentially
occur in the distribution grid [17]. The predicament is such
that too much solar power or surge in solar power may incur
local congestion and deterioration in power grids during
both low consumption and intermittent generation periods.
Bidirectional power flow in grid distribution has to be
managed and monitored via smart metering communica-
tions (SMC) in order to avoid network congestion. The main
contributions of this paper are summarized in the following:

. Congestion occurred in different situations in the
power grid is presented and a number of strategies for
mitigating the corresponding problems are discussed,

i.e., traditional congestion management methods and
demand response approaches.

. The congestion problem due to a surplus of solar
power in neighborhoods is defined and formulated as
one type of knapsack problems (KPs). Selection
techniques of disconnecting solar units are proposed.

. A framework of SMC using wireless technologies in
the neighborhood area network (NAN) is provided,
and a mechanism for exchanging data packets
during the disconnection period is also proposed.

. Heuristic algorithms for unit selection are proposed
based on greedy approaches. Simulations for deter-
mining the outcomes of the selection algorithms as
well as upstream data traffic via SMC are conducted
and discussed.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 introduces methods of traditional power conges-
tion control as well as several research works focused on
demand response in home energy management and DER
utilization. Section 3 presents a power system model where
congestion due to solar surplus may occur in a neighbor-
hood. It further describes the operation of a PV solar system
and discusses means of disconnecting solar units from the
distribution grid. A model for the disconnection process via
SMC is also developed. Section 4 formulates the congestion
problem and analyzes both dynamic programming (DP)
and greedy approaches. Heuristic algorithms are proposed
for unit (de)selection. Section 5 analyzes the simulation
results of the proposed algorithms and discusses the
findings. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the focal points
and draws a conclusion.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

Congestion management employed in the power grid
system has been developed based on a number of methods,
including spot pricing theory, optimization model, and
variants of optimal power flow techniques [10], [18], [19].
While utilities tackle the congestion problem using their
own rules and bidding strategies, all of them aim to
maximize their profits (minimize overall cost) by using
tools such as unit commitment and economic dispatch in the
competitive electric industry [20]. Unit commitment refers
to scheduling generation units to match the forecast load,
whereas economic dispatch is adopted to meet the un-
expected risen loads [21]. Essentially, cost-free methods1 are
first applied when congestion is revealed in the intercon-
nected network. If congestion cannot be relieved, not-cost-
free methods2 are required to tackle the corresponding
events [10], [18]. In either case, congestion management in
power flow analysis is affected by both technical (security
and stability) and economic (wholesale market price), which
are usually contradictory.
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1. Cost-free methods include outing congested lines and utilizing the
flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) to manage the power flow. They
are called cost-free because their marginal costs are nominal.

2. Not-cost-free methods include rescheduling and redispatching power
generation in such a way that the power flow in transmission lines is more
balanced throughout the network. This approach is more expensive because
some generators may need to reduce their power generation while some are
required to increase their output.



Traditional congestion management and control is
considered to be passive since most methods focus on
redispatching/rescheduling generation from the supply
side. Congestion management will be more effective if
demand control is combined with supply management [10],
[16], [19]. In an analogy between supply and demand in
power and communications networks, congestion control in
the communications network effectively reduces senders’
transmitting rates usually managed at the transport layer of
the OSI model. In addition to assigning different costs or
weights to the transmission lines/links or to meeting user
demands in both systems, curtailing loads can dramatically
improve system performance especially when a consider-
able amount of power and data flows is destined for the
same destination and when resource is limited. In fact,
various demand response programs in the smart grid projects
are being deployed in the end-use sector including
residential and commercial buildings [4], [6], [8].

An increasing number of research papers have focused
on the implementation of energy management and schedul-
ing techniques in houses and buildings [22], [23], [24], [25].
Shifting some major tasks of household appliances to off-
peak periods and managing DER use efficiently during peak
hours can achieve reduction in both energy cost and peak
load. Erol-Kantarci and Mouftah [22] proposed a wireless
sensor home area network (HAN) based on IEEE 802.15.4 to
manage the time use of household appliances depending on
the availability of its local energy. A simple communications
protocol with an energy management unit (EMU) deployed
in houses was developed. Prior to energy use by consumers,
communications between the EMU and appliances as well
as between the EMU and energy storage are established.
Energy is granted if energy in storage is available.
Consumers have the option whether to consume the grid
power or not when energy in storage is insufficient.
Mohsenian-Rad et al. [23] proposed a strategy that enables
communications among households as a group demand-
side management to minimize both energy cost and demand
peak-to-average ratio. Local optimization using game
theory to curb aggressive consumers is achieved. Similarly,
Ibars et al. [26] identified a congestion game in demand and
generation management as one of potential games in game
theory. A load balancing mechanism was proposed to avoid
power overload and outage by minimizing the cost (which
is a function of the congestion level) on the flow along the
transmission lines between a single generation and multiple
consumers. Molderink et al. [24] proposed the three-step
methodology (prediction, planning, and real-time control)
to optimize the utilization of the grid power in a neighbor-
hood by exchanging energy profiles among houses. Energy
profiles are generated from local controllers installed in
houses and aggregated for delivery to the global controller
to make a global decision. Pedrasa et al. [25] proposed to
maximize the profit of DER operation by scheduling DER in
cooperation by using the particle swarm theory. Notably,
congestion is also foreseen in plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
(PHEV) charging if the charging management is not
handled properly in the distribution grid. One way to
mitigate the problem is to reduce the probability of overload

by applying queuing theory [27]; balancing the charging
loads over time can enhance the utilization of resources.

Although deploying DER close to the end-use sector
tends to alleviate the original congestion problem, conges-
tion may still exist if DG generation is not supervised
properly. Recently, a study has been reported in the Pacific
Northwest [28] indicating that a surplus of wind power has
been noticed and may be shut down in its region. The same
situation may occur in neighborhoods when the number of
houses installed with solar units increases and when
consumption is low. Congestion due to reverse power from
solar panels in distribution grid has not yet been extensively
studied. This paper proposes scheduling algorithms by
analyzing the knapsack problem to efficiently select those
solar units to be disconnected among households in the
NAN. Wireless communications between smart meters
(SMs) and the utility control center (UCC) is proposed to
facilitate the congestion management.

3 SYSTEM MODELS

3.1 The Power System Model

In electric power systems, power flow analysis is essential to
schedule and plan for the amount of power flows between
two buses3 of the interconnected system. Available Transfer
Capability (ATC) of the transmission network is a measure
of the transfer capability remaining in the physical
transmission network for further commercial activity over
and above already committed uses [29]. It has been a tool
used for congestion management as well as for power
marketers trading in the competitive electric market [30],
[31]. ATC is computed as

ATC ¼ TTC � TRM � ETC; ð1Þ

where TTC (total transfer capability) is the maximum
amount of power that can be transferred over the network
in a reliable manner while satisfying all security constraints,
i.e., thermal, voltage, and stability limits; transmission
reliability margin (TRM) is the amount of transmission
transfer capability necessary to ensure the network is secure
under a reasonable range of uncertainties4 in system
conditions, and existing transmission commitments (ETC)
include retail customer service and capacity benefit margin
(CBM). CBM is the amount of transmission transfer
capability reserved by load serving entities for generation
reliability requirements [29]; it is reserved for emergency
when power generation is insufficient in one area which
needs to be supplied with purchased power from other
regions [31]. ATC can be a very dynamic quantity for a
specific time frame for a specific set of conditions. We use
ATC in this paper as a key parameter to assess and mitigate
the solar power surplus congestion problem.
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3. A bus is electrically equivalent to a single point on a circuit, and it
marks the location of one of two things: a generator that injects power, or a
load that consumes power; it provides a reference point for measurements
of voltage, current, and power flows [21].

4. Uncertainties of transfer capability that may occur during a power
transfer are always considered in determining the ATC [32]; they may
involve equipment failures, inaccurate network parameters, imprecise
transfer capability computation, varying loads due to environment and
weather conditions, and power cost change in the electricity market.



We assume that ATC is calculated and available at the
UCC periodically.5 With such information, we can deter-
mine if the network at specific times is able to accommodate
an aggregate of solar power surpluses. If not possible, a
scheduling algorithm is required to disconnect some of solar
units from the grid in order to maintain the system stability.
Fig. 1 illustrates an example of five households with rooftop
solar panels connected to the distribution line. Each house-
hold has its energy profile available that contains data for
solar power generation (G), household power demand (D),
and unused power flowing back to the grid (S). In this
example, each household has a solar surplus except for
household 2, which has a surplus value �3 because it is
consuming more energy than it can produce. Household 2’s
demand 10 may be compensated by the existing power (i.e.,
ETC including CBM in (1)), by an aggregate of solar
surpluses 12 produced from others, or by partial existing
power and solar surpluses. In either case, power is drawn
from the distribution line and household 2 has to remain on
the grid. From the utility perspective, the residual surplus
can be used for commercial trading while satisfying the
ATC limit. Since the line capacity cannot hold the residual
surpluses, disconnecting some of the solar units is one
approach to congestion avoidance. A set of feasible
solutions of allowing the solar units to remain connected
with the grid include {1,3,5}, {1,4}, {3,4}, and {4,5}, where {.}
represents a set of solar units. Despite the fact that choosing
either of the combinations will not violate the ATC limit, we
manage to maintain as large number of units as possible in
selection so that the disconnection as well as reconnection
can be minimized. Communications is required to perform
the disconnection process. Efficient monitoring and conges-
tion management can be provisioned via SMC (to be
discussed in Section 3.2).

In this paper, we assume that the PV solar unit is a grid-tie
system rather than an off-grid (stand-alone) system. In fact,
the grid-tie unit is preferred not only because it has higher
energy efficiency, but also because the off-grid unit requires a
bank of batteries or capacitors equipped for storing power to
supply on its own, thus resulting in an extra cost for
households [33].

3.1.1 The Solar Array System

A grid-tie solar system mounted on rooftops or on ground
without batteries backup is composed of four major

components: PV solar panels/array, direct current (DC)
Disconnect, inverter, and alternating current (AC) Discon-
nect/AC breaker panel (ACDBP) [34]. As illustrated in
Fig. 2, solar power is generated through the semiconductor
cells of PV solar panels as a stream of direct current. The
maximum amount of power that can be produced depends
on various factors, such as sun intensity, temperature
condition, and techniques implemented in the inverter,
e.g., maximum power point tracking (MPPT) [35]. The DC
power generated from the solar panels flows to the DC
Disconnect (switch/breaker box). The DC flow can be
prevented from entering the DC Disconnect during emer-
gency or maintenance on the utility grid system. In a
normal situation, the grid-tie inverter transforms the DC
power collected from the DC Disconnect into alternating
current power for most of residential and commercial uses.
It produces power that meets the requirements of the utility
grid so that the generated power is synchronized with the
grid power before flowing into the grid. The ACDBP can
also stop the current flow from entering the grid for
emergency or maintenance purposes. Without the AC
Disconnect, the consumer’s load is also interrupted while
the solar power is isolated from the grid [36].

There are essentially two ways to prevent the generated
solar power from entering the grid: 1) Open the circuit
between the solar panels and DC Disconnect, and 2) Open
the circuit between the ACDBP and the grid. The former
entirely isolates the generated power from the solar panels.
The generated power may be grounded—this results in the
lowest efficiency of energy use because households are
unable to consume the energy. On the other hand, the latter6

allows households to consume their solar power from the
AC breaker panel through another dedicated line. Hence,
this method is preferred despite the excess power also sent
into the ground while unused. Once energy consumption
rises and approaches the amount the solar panels generate,
the ACDBP is reconnected to the grid and the grid power
can be provisioned. Therefore, we consider the second case
in this paper.

3.1.2 Congestion and Overload-Causes and Remedies

Unexpected power demand and renewable energy produc-
tion can potentially instigate congestion in both transmission
and distribution grids. From a consumer aspect, the variation
and surge in loads are essentially attributed to consumers’
needs and activities as well as environment and weather
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5. ATC of power transfers among subnetworks of the entire inter-
connected transmission network cannot be evaluated in isolation; regional
or wide-area coordination is necessary from all entities to gather and post
sufficient information. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that ATC has to
be calculated in real time and available in order for network operators to be
aware of the network congestion level.

Fig. 1. An example of the systematic model.

Fig. 2. The grid-tie solar system mounted on rooftops.

6. The SM stops measuring the solar power generation because the line
between the SM and the ACDBP is disconnected.



conditions. The former is usually unpredictable where
historical data of consumption are required to estimate the
prospective loads in advance. The latter is supervised with
the aid of weather forecast to match the correlated loads in
specific regions and seasons. On the other hand, determina-
tion of transfer capability such as TTC and ATC (described in
Section 3.1) in the interconnected grid is critical from a
network perspective. Foreseeing the approximate amount of
consumption without sufficient transfer capability calls for
proper actions to avoid congestion. Therefore, demand
response programs are applied to manipulate varying
consumption such that consumers have a choice whether
or not to consume energy based on the corresponding price
signal received from utilities. The demand side management
adopts peak shaving and valley filling strategies to reduce
demand peak-to-average ratio, and at the same time to
increase energy utilization.

Furthermore, solar power surpluses during renewable
times can also overload the network when consumption is
low and when the resources are limited, e.g., lack of energy
storage, transfer capability, and transmission capacity.
Several ways to tackle the issue may include

. Sell excess power to other regions in need or maximize
energy use during renewables production. However,
utilities may run out of capability to sell the surpluses
when consumption is low or people not being home.

. Shut down some power plants such as fuel oil, natural
gas, or even nuclear. Nevertheless, this may put the
grid in danger due to the intermittency and
variability of renewables generation. In addition,
some generators cannot be turned back on within a
short period of time.

. Store surplus energy in additional storage as much as
possible for later use. Nonetheless, current energy
storage is still expensive and inefficient.

. Disconnect a number of solar units from the grid.

In this paper, we adopt the last approach to mitigating solar
surplus congestion in the distribution grid.

3.2 The Communications System Model

Communications in the legacy electric power system has
been partially proprietary and based on simple protocols. In
fact, no communications or simple communications is
preferred in fault detection management [12]; shutdown is
the quickest and safest way in the protection system. In
order to enhance the network visibility for utility operators,
integrating ICT and smart grid technologies is necessary for
achieving effective distributed control and monitoring.

There are various choices of communications technologies
for NAN and HAN [37]. We propose to implement wireless
technologies either based on IEEE 802.11 WiFi [38] or IEEE
802.15.4g for NAN and IEEE 802.15.4 ZigBee [39] for HAN as
part of SMC in the advanced meter infrastructure (AMI).
IEEE 802.11 supports high data rate to relay an aggregate of
data collected from SMs to the UCC. IEEE 802.15.4 provides
reasonable data rates for small-size data packets with low
power transmission, whereas IEEE 802.15.4g (smart grid
utility network) tailors sub-GHz radio frequencies (RF) for
better RF penetration and less interference. We follow the
HAN design in [22] where each house is equipped with an

energy management unit. In our proposed scheme (as shown
in Fig. 3), the PV solar unit, household appliances, thermo-
stat, and ACDBP, are physically connected with the SM. The
SM has multiple built-in functionalities supporting different
wired and wireless communications protocols of powerline
communications (PLC) and RF technologies [40]. The EMU
plays as an intermediate node (e.g., gateway) which
coordinates households energy consumption and records
solar generation. It also consults with the SM to determine if
low energy cost can be obtained when grid power is needed.
The SM also measures and records both solar power
generation/surplus and households energy consumption.
The measured data at the SM are transmitted to UCC via
SMC. In Fig. 4, SMC in NAN consists of SMs, relay/
aggregation nodes, and an UCC.

SMC is constructed as a wireless mesh network. Fig. 4
illustrates the case where a neighborhood is composed of 12
households and three relay nodes. Data packets containing
energy profiles are periodically transmitted in uplink from
the SMs, through relay nodes, and received at the UCC.
Upon data reception, the UCC performs computation based
on our proposed algorithms (to be discussed in Section 4) and
sends the notification packets back to the SMs if their solar
units need to be disconnected from the grid. For example, if
the UCC determines that no power congestion is found in the
network, no action is taken at the UCC. When unit
disconnection is required, each SM associated with its
corresponding solar unit to be disconnected receives
notification from the UCC,7 and sends a signal to ACDBP
to disconnect its solar unit from the grid. Consequently, the
SM stops measuring and transmitting data to the UCC.8

Since the disconnection would not affect household con-
sumption from the solar generation (as discussed in
Section 3.1.1) for a period of time, data transmission between
the SM and UCC is not required.9 Once consumption arises
or generation decreases and EMU is aware that grid power is
needed while communicating with appliances and solar
units, EMU notifies the SM of the event. The SM starts
transmitting a request packet to the UCC to see whether
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Fig. 3. Communications in HAN between SM and EMU as well as
between EMU and solar unit, appliances, and thermostat.

7. In the proposed mechanism, we minimize the number of disconnected
units so that we may keep the number of notification packets in downlink as
small as possible.

8. At the same time, we also minimize the number of data packets in
uplink while households are disconnected from the power grid.

9. Disconnection makes the households equivalently operate in the
islanded mode. Power is self-provisioned, therefore, no data transmission
from the disconnected SMs during the disconnection period.



reconnection can be done. The UCC replies with a price
signal. If the household agrees to consume the grid power
based on the time-of-use (TOU) price, the reconnection is
granted. Otherwise, disconnection remains until congestion
is relieved. For households which remain connected, the
corresponding SMs periodically transmit data information to
the UCC. The mechanism of the proposed system model is
summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. The System Model for The Solar Unit
Disconnection Process via SMC

Require: All units are connected to the grid.

Ensure: Periodic data transmission from SMs to UCC.

while power congestion is discovered do

if a unit has no surplus then

Remain on the grid.

else {a surplus exits}

Disconnection is considered (discussed in Section 4)
UCC signals units to be disconnected.

The disconnected units stop transmitting data to UCC

and stay in islanded and standby modes.

Reconnection is granted from UCC when grid power

is needed or congestion is removed.

end if

end while

4 PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider N households which have PV solar units
installed on rooftops or on ground in a neighborhood.
Each household is denoted by n; n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N , and the
corresponding PV solar unit is denoted as xn. Household
n may (not) consume energy in Watt per hour (Wh)
during solar power generation; the corresponding demand
value is represented by a nonnegative integer and denoted
by PD;n 2 IN. There is (not) power surplus from unit xn
when the generated power in Wh is more (less) than it is
needed; the corresponding surplus value is an integer and
denoted by PS;n 2 ZZ. In the selection process, we only

consider bN ¼ NnM households being a positive integer in
which M out of N households do not have surpluses
(i.e., PS;n2M � 0) and have to remain on the grid. Finally,
the capacity of the distribution line is a nonnegative
integer and denoted by PATC 2 IN. Table 1 defines a list of
symbols we use in this paper.

4.1 Assumption

Without loss of generality, we have considered the
following assumptions:

1. Sunlight is available most of the time during solar
power production.

2. Variability of demands and surpluses is managed
and controlled through EMU and SMs in HAN.

3. All solar units are grid-tie systems and no additional
energy storage is available for households.

4. Households may continue to consume solar energy
while solar units are disconnected from the grid.

5. The disconnection at the AC Disconnect can be done
by the SM via communications.

6. Power loss and system constraints (e.g., real and
reactive power in terms of voltage, frequency, and
phase) are not considered.
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Fig. 4. Smart metering communications infrastructure in NAN.

TABLE 1
Symbols with Definitions Used for the Formulated Problem



4.2 Objective Function and Constraint

The solar power congestion issue in the distribution grid
can be tackled as one type of knapsack problems. In our
scenario, the solar units either remain connected on the grid
or are disconnected from the grid. Therefore, we consider a
0/1 KP where xn ¼ 0 if unit n is scheduled to be off the grid
and xn ¼ 1 to be on the grid. Therefore, the total number of
connected units is calculated as

U ¼
X
n2bN

xn; xn 2 0; 1f g: ð2Þ

It is a binary (decision) integer programming problem. The
objective is to maximize the number of connected units
(equivalently to minimize the number of disconnected units)
subject to a limited capacity that the network can accom-
modate the surpluses of connected units

max U

s:t:
X
n2bN

PS;n � xn � PATC; xn 2 f0; 1g: ð3Þ

From a power standpoint, maintaining a large number of
connected units allows more households not only to use their
solar power, but also to be able to sell the power surplus to the
utility. From a communications perspective, data traffic
congestion may be reduced owing to fewer packets sent out
from the UCC for the disconnection process.

Meanwhile, we also aim to maximize the total power
demand value while meeting the capacity requirement

max
X
n2bN

PD;n � xn

s:t:
X
n2bN

PS;n � xn � PATC; xn 2 0; 1f g:
ð4Þ

The strategy is to protect households with high energy
efficiency from being disconnected. The efficiency of energy
use of household n (�n) is a nonnegative real number, and
defined as the ratio of power demand to power surplus.
Similarly, the global energy efficiency (�) is the ratio of
cumulative power demands to cumulative power sur-
pluses, i.e.,

�n ¼
PD;n
PS;n

2 IRj�n � 0

� ¼
P
PD;nP
PS;n

2 IRj� � 0; n 2 bN:
ð5Þ

Taking energy efficiency into account will encourage the
households with lower efficiency of energy use to utilize
energy during solar power generation. Consequently, we will
achieve the ultimate goal of having less power surpluses
flowed to the grid, and more units connected to the grid.

4.3 Methods

SMC involves enormous data transmission between the UCC
and SMs for various purposes, e.g., meter data collection,
device control, and fault detection. The efficiency of
computation at the UCC is critical to the system performance.
When the UCC receives energy profiles from the SMs, it has to
quickly figure out which ones among bN households should
be disconnected from the grid once power congestion is

detected. The number of households covered by a utility
company can be as large as from thousands to hundreds of
thousands. Using the brute-force approach to solving a KP
problem would take O ð2nÞ exponential time to obtain
the result; the computation running time tends to escalate
exponentially when the number of nodes increases. Since
scalability is a main concern for both computation and
communications, the network has to be divided into subnet-
works to form a number of clusters. The decentralized scheme
allows the UCC to manage and control data computation and
data traffic more effectively.

The KP has been proven to be an NP-complete problem.
Existing solutions to solve KPs include dynamic program-
ming, backtracking, branch and bound, and greedy ap-
proaches. We intend to propose greedy algorithms to obtain a
suboptimal solution that is good enough to avoid power
congestion.

4.3.1 Dynamic Programming

Dynamic programming decomposes a KP problem into a
number of local subproblems and computes optimal solu-
tions of the subproblems to obtain a global optimal solution.
Instead of finding all 2n possible solutions exhaustively, DP
looks at smaller capacities c � C (from 1 to C) and
determines which unit n (from 1 to N) can be included
subject to the subcapacity limit while achieving the max-
imum demand value at each iteration. Therefore, DP requires
a table (where DP trades space for time) to memoize the
subsolutions. By looking up the table in a bottom-up manner,
a global optimal solution can be obtained. The algorithm fills
ðN þ 1ÞðC þ 1Þ entries in the table. Each entry requires 1
execution and we need N executions to trace the solution.
The overall complexity is asymptotically reduced to O ðNCÞ
[41], which is solvable in a polynomial time. Unfortunately,
DP becomes prohibitive when the capacityC is too large, e.g.,
>104 in our problem. One way to reduce the size of the table
is to find the greatest common divisor (GCD) among the
surplus values and capacity, but the GCD usually equals 1
from a large set of values.

4.3.2 Greedy Strategy

Typically, a greedy algorithm can solve the KP in
approximately O ðnÞ running time [41]. One greedy
approach to our KP is to construct permutations by ordering
the energy profiles collected at the UCC. Selecting the
candidates among households can be based on the follow-
ing three methods: the highest power demand first, the
greatest power efficiency first, and the lowest power surplus
first. The three strategies are described as follows:

1. Nonincreasing power demand (NID). NID tends to
maximize the total value of power demand dis-
regarding the associated power surplus by adding
demand values in descending order:

PD;1 � PD;2 � � � � � PD;n; n 2 bN:
Because NID has a great potential to reach the capacity
limit quickly, it has the worst performance in
cumulative demands and U as compared to other
schemes.
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2. Nonincreasing power efficiency (NIE). NIE aims to
improve the NID scheme by considering surplus
values as a complementary factor to balance the
output of the system performance. NIE executes (5)
and accumulates the demand values in descending
order of energy efficiency:

�1 � �2 � � � � �n; n 2 bN:
Although a high power efficiency indicates efficient
energy use, different combinations of demand and
surplus values can have the same or similar ratios
which are hard to differentiate; this is the key factor
that prevents NIE from obtaining a large U . Overall,
NIE achieves the highest total demand value among
the three at the cost of a reduced U .

3. Nondecreasing power surplus (NDS). NDS tends to pick
as many units as possible while it accumulates
surplus values in ascending order:

PS;1 � PS;2 � � � � PS;n; n 2 bN:
Therefore, the method achieves the largest U as
compared to others. However, NDS disregards the
corresponding demand values as opposed to NID.
Our first proposed algorithm is to modify the NDS
scheme by improving the overall energy efficiency.

4.4 The Proposed Algorithms

While introducing the ordering strategy for unit selection,
we develop two algorithms by adopting the NDS scheme to
fulfill the first optimization problem, i.e., (3). Note that it is
reasonable to select a unit beginning with the smallest
surplus because its energy efficiency is likely high; however,
in the case where a unit with a small surplus is due to a
small amount of generation, its energy efficiency can be low
if the demand is small. Moreover, we keep units which have
small surpluses connected to the grid in order to avoid
frequent disconnection and reconnection. This is because
the corresponding demands can fluctuate such that sur-
pluses may no longer exist and yet the grid power is
required. Therefore, for the first proposed scheme, we
combine NDS with NIE to enhance the overall energy
efficiency and demand, i.e., (4). For the second proposed
scheme, we apply NDS backwards with NIE to get rid of
units (to be disconnected) which do not meet our design
criteria. Meanwhile, the capacity constraint must hold.

4.4.1 Modified NDS (MNDS)

Methodology. We assume that data information about solar
power demands and surpluses of N households have been
collected from the SMs and available at the UCC. We only
consider bN units when other M units do not have surpluses
available. No units are disconnected while the network is
not overloaded. The overload status of the network is
discovered by subtracting the capacity limit by the total
surplus of bN units

PO ¼
X
n2bN

PS;n � PATC: ð6Þ

When overload is detected (i.e., PO > 0), the NDS scheme is
performed (see Lines 7-16 in Algorithm 2). Units are selected
based on their surpluses in ascending order. After some

iterations, the algorithm will stop at iteration i when an
overload of the capacity is found, i.e.,

Xs�1

n¼1

PS;n � PATC and
Xs
n¼1

PS;n > PATC; n 2 bN:

Note that PS;s cannot be added because the capacity

constraint will be violated. We assign unit s to be the split

unit, which constitutes the solution vector bx with bxn ¼ 1 for

n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; s� 1 and bxn ¼ 0 for n ¼ s; sþ 1; . . . ; bN , i.e.,

bx ¼ ½bx1 bx2 . . . bxs�1 bxs bxsþ1 . . . bxbN �
¼ ½1 1 . . . 1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

bxl
0 0 . . . 0|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

bxr
�: ð7Þ

PS;s is defined as the split surplus value. Unlike the original
NDS scheme, MNDS tries to further improve the overall
energy efficiency from what NDS can achieve while main-
tainingU , i.e., s� 1 units. In order to do this, we calculate the
overflowed power when the split surplus value is added

PE ¼
Xs
n¼1

PS;n � PATC; n 2 bN: ð8Þ

With the knowledge ofPE , which is incorporated into the two

conditions (Lines 21 and 25) specified in Algorithm 2, we may

determine the number of candidate units in bxl and bxr (see (7))

to be considered for a one-to-one substitution. Fig. 5

illustrates the surplus values of bN units sorted in ascending

order from left to right, and the corresponding energy

efficiency values for the comparison purpose.

Algorithm 2. Modified NDS

1: Determine if the capacity is overloaded (Eq. 6)

2: if PO � 0 then

3: Disconnect none

4: else

5: Sort surpluses in ascending order

6: if PATC > the min surplus among bN units then

7: c ¼ PATC
8: for i ¼ 1 to bN do

9: if PS;i � c then

10: c ¼ c� PS;i {Keep unit i ON}

11: else
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Fig. 5. An illustration of the MNDS algorithm. Two situations during the

substitution are shown, where (a) depicts only one candidate found in bxl
and bxr, respectively, and (b) demonstrates multiple candidates found in

bxl and bxr, respectively.



12: No more units can be accommodated
13: s ¼ i
14: Break

15: end if

16: end for

17: w ¼ s� 1

18: Calculate the overflowed power PE (Eq. 8)

19: for j ¼ 1 to w do

20: Find candidate(s) in bxl
21: if PE � PS;j then

22: One in bxl among units j-(s� 1) with min � is

the candidate �l of unit l

23: for k ¼ sþ 1 to bN do

24: Find candidate(s) in bxr
25: if PS;k � PS;s > PS;l � PE then

26: One in bxr among units s-(k� 1) with max �

is the candidate �r of unit r
27: if �l < �r then

28: Unit l is substituted by unit r

29: end if{Nothing changed otherwise}

30: Break

31: end if

32: end for

33: Break

34: end if

35: end for

36: end if{Disconnect all otherwise}

37: end if

Considering PATC ¼ 33 as shown in Fig. 5a, unit 7 is
found to be the split unit (whose surplus value is 9) while
the first six units have an aggregate of surplus values of 32.
Adding the split surplus value would make the total 41 and
result in overload. While knowing PE ¼ 8 derived from (8),
unit 6 whose surplus value is 8 is determined to be the only
one candidate in bxl (Lines 21-22). Subsequently, the outcome
of searching for candidates in bxr is unit 7 only (Lines 25-26).
As a result, unit 6 is removed from the list and unit 7 which
has higher energy efficiency is added without exceeding the
capacity limit, i.e.,

P5
n¼1 PS;n þ PS;7 ¼ 33 � PATC .

In another situation where more than one units found in bxl
and bxr, we assume PATC ¼ 38 as shown in Fig. 5b. The split
unit is unit 7 again and PE ¼ 3 is derived, implying that any
surplus values larger than or equal to 3 in bxl are qualified for
substitution, i.e., units 2-6. While unit 3 whose surplus value
is 5 happens to have the lowest efficiency value among others,
we intend to find the units in bxr that satisfy the requirement
(line 25) by subtracting PE by PS;3 (i.e., 5� 3 ¼ 2) and by
subtracting PS;7 by PS;9 (i.e., 12� 9 ¼ 3). The outcome shows
the candidates in bxr to be units 7 and 8. As a result, unit 3 is
substituted by unit 8 whose energy efficiency is higher than
that of units 7 and 3, without exceeding the capacity limit, i.e.,P2

n¼1 PS;n þ
P6

n¼4 PS;n þ PS;8 ¼ 37 � PATC . While the one-to-
one substitution can preserve as many units as NDS can,
MNDS outperforms NDS in greater energy efficiency once an
available substitute is found.

Complexity. The MNDS scheme inherits the property of the
sorting algorithm (Line 5) which approximately takes
n logðnÞ executions in the average and worst cases. Accumu-
lation of surplus values may take ð1þ 1Þ þ ½nð1þ 1Þ þ 1�

executions (Lines 6-7 and 8-16, correspondingly) while
determining the overload status (Lines 1-2) and calculating
PE (Lines 17-18) can take nþ 1 executions each. The main
feature of MNDS is searching for candidates in both bxl (Lines
19-22) and bxr (Lines 23-26) that can take n executions each, as
well as comparing the final candidate in bxl with the final
candidate in bxr that requires 2 executions (Lines 27-28).
Therefore, the overall complexity of MNDS is asymptotically
reduced to Oðn logðnÞÞ.

4.4.2 Reverse Selection (RVS)

Methodology. We further propose a reverse method to deselect
units to be disconnected from the grid instead of selecting
units to be connected in the previous methods. The RVS
scheme is preferred when the number of disconnected units
is less than bN=2. In order to do this, we will sort the energy
profiles in descending order of surplus values from left to
right, as shown in Fig. 6. The RVS scheme deselects units with
lower energy efficiencies among others according to the
requirements constituted in Algorithm 3, where two condi-
tions are considered: iterations prior to the last iteration
(Line 23), and the last iteration (Lines 11, 17, 20).

Algorithm 3. Reverse Selection Algorithm

1: if PATC < the min surplus among bN units then

2: Disconnect all units

3: else

4: Sort surpluses in descending order

5: Pick �

6: for j ¼ 1 to bN do

7: if PO < P
S;bN then

8: if PO � 0 then

9: Break {Disconnect none}

10: else

11: Disconnect one with min � among the last � units

(see Fig. 6d)

12: Break

13: end if

14: else

15: if PO � PS;1 then

16: if PO > PS;2 then

17: Disconnect the first unit (see Fig. 6c)

18: Break
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Fig. 6. An illustration of the RVS algorithm. Four situations during the
deselection process are shown, where (a) depicts the first five units
being compared during the first j� 1 iterations, while (b), (c), and (d)
demonstrate the last iteration j being performed; (b) depicts a
comparison among the first six units; (c) depicts the first unit being
deselected when it is the only one that satisfies the condition; and (d)
depicts a comparison among the last five units.



19: else {see Fig. 6b}
20: Disconnect one with min � among units 1-(i� 1)

such that PO > PS;i
21: Break

22: end if

23: else {Next round is required; see Fig. 6a}

24: Disconnect one with min � among units 1-�

25: end if

26: end if

27: end for

28: end if

Similarly, we assume that data information about de-
mands and surpluses are received at the UCC. We again
identify whether the network is overloaded by executing (6).
If overload is observed (i.e., PO > 0), the deselection process
begins. The permutation is constructed by sorting the
surplus values of units in descending order that is contrary
to NDS and MNDS. When multiple iterations are required to
deselect units during the process (i.e., when the updated
overload value is larger than the greatest surplus value, see
Lines 15 and 23), we inspect an arbitrary number � of units
from the first unit and select one unit that has the lowest
energy efficiency (Line 24). The parameter � is an adjustable
number which defines the inspection range in the RVS
scheme, where � ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; bN . Considering PO ¼ 280 shown
in Fig. 6a, one iteration of deselecting a unit is not enough to
fulfill the capacity constraint. In this situation, we compare
the first five surplus values of units and deselect unit 2 in
order to maintain a high energy efficiency. Notably, picking a
large � may increase the overall energy efficiency and
demand at the cost of a smaller U as compared to NDS and
MNDS; the outcome of RVS would approach that of NIE.
Also note that when � ¼ 0, the outcome of RVS would be
identical to that of NDS in reverse. The recursion continues
until the residual overload at iteration j is found either larger
than or smaller than the surplus value of the last unit, i.e.,
unit bN � jþ 1. Both cases indicate one more unit to be
deselected. In the former case (Lines 15-22), the overload
value is compared with the surpluses starting from the first
unit until it is found greater than the ith surplus. Since the
first i� 1 surpluses are larger than the overload value, one of
them with the least energy efficiency is chosen for dis-
connection. For examples, assuming PO ¼ 11 as shown in
Fig. 6b, those before unit 7 (i.e., units 1-6) will require a
comparison of their energy efficiencies. As a result, unit 5 is
deselected. Furthermore, Fig. 6c shows a particular situation
where PO ¼ 17; unit 1 with surplus value being larger than
the overload value is directly deselected without a compar-
ison. On the other hand, the latter case (Lines 11-12) applies
the same method for the recursive iterations such that the last
� units are compared, and one of them with the minimum
energy efficiency is chosen for disconnection. Fig. 6d
considers PO ¼ 1, where unit n� j whose surplus value is
3 is deselected among the last five units.

Complexity. The RVS algorithm also involves the sorting
process which takes n logðnÞ þ 1þ 1 executions (Lines 1-5).
Since the complexity of RVS is dominated by the first j� 1
iterations, we can neglect the complexity of the last iteration j,
i.e., maxf1; 1þ �; 1þ 1; 1þ i� 1g corresponding to Lines 8,
11, 16, 17, and 20, respectively. In the worst case, the first j� 1

iterations can take approximately nð1þ 1þ �Þ � n2 execu-
tions if � ¼ n (Line 24). However, the purpose of RVS is to
enhance the overall efficiency while preserving as large U as
possible; � is chosen to be small so that the overall complexity
of RVS can still be asymptotically reduced to Oðn logðnÞ).

5 SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Our simulations are twofold: the first set is undertaken to
demonstrate the viability of the selection algorithms (NID,
NIE, NDS, MNDS, and RVS), whereas the second set is
conducted to examine the upstream data traffic in a SMC
network.

5.1 Simulation for the Selection Algorithms

The first simulation represents a special case assuming that
power surplus exists from each household (i.e., allN units are
considered in the selection process; M ¼ 0), whereas the
second simulation shows a general situation in which some
households consuming more power than they produce must
remain on the grid, i.e., only bN units are taken into account;
M > 0. For both simulations, we setPATC ¼ 30;000 and� ¼ 5.

In the first simulation, N ¼ 50 is set for scenarios (a)-(e),
(g), and (h), in Table 2. Note that both scenarios (e) and (f) are
the same (i.e., sharing identical probability distributions and
parameters); hence, scenario (e) withN ¼ 50 and scenario (f)
with N ¼ 500 are set to observe the effect of N becoming
large. The power demand value (PD) and power surplus
value (PS) are generated according to uniform distribution
(UD) denoted by U(min,max) and folded-Gaussian distribu-
tion (FGD)10 denoted by FGð�; �2Þ. PD and PS are discrete
random variables with probability mass functions (PMFs)
fDðPD;�D; �DÞ and fSðPS;�S; �SÞ, respectively. Different
parameters are designed in eight scenarios to elicit how the
variations can affect the selection schemes. Fig. 7 explicitly
illustrates various PMFs and Table 2 summarizes the out-
comes correspondingly. One thousand experiments are run
to average the results for each scenario.

In each scenario, different widths of PMFs (determined by
�D and �S) and (non)overlap between the two PMFs
(determined by �D and �S) are presented. An ideal situation
in which the efficiency of energy use is high for each
household (�� 1) is mostly found in Figs. 7a, 7c, and 7d,
whereas the opposite (�	 1) in Fig. 7h. Figs. 7e and 7f
consider a full overlap between the two PMFs while others
test on partial overlaps. From Table 2, we can determine
when the NDS, MNDS, and RVS schemes are able to
outperform NIE with respect to U . We first observe that the
NID scheme has the worst performance in all cases; this is
because NID disregards surplus values in favor of high
demand values while accumulating demand values in
descending order. Second, the NIE scheme obtains the
highest cumulative demand values most of the time and
can achieve as large U as NDS can in some conditions (e.g.,
Tables 2a, 2c, and 2h); however, NIE cannot always achieve a
large U due to the nonincreasing accumulation of energy
efficiency, which is directly proportional to demand values,
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10. FGD is derived from the Gaussian distribution Nð�; �2Þ by taking the
absolute values of all negative real numbers and rounding them to the
nearest integers. In other words, if X is a discrete Gaussian random variable
with mean � and variance �2, D ¼ jXj is a discrete folded Gaussian random
variable that has a folded Gaussian distribution.



similar to NID. Examples can be found in Tables 2b, 2d, 2e, 2f,
and 2g; larger �D and �S likely yield more combinations
having the same or similar energy efficiency values.

Furthermore, we set N ¼ 100 in the second simulation
where only units with surpluses are considered for selection.
Two scenarios are shown in Figs. 7i and 7j and Tables 2i and 2j,
and similar outcomes are also achieved. From the set of these
two simulations, we observe that a number of conditional
factors must be satisfied in order for the proposed schemes to
outperform NIE with respect to U :

1. both �D and �S are large,
2. �D � �S ,
3. �S cannot be too small,
4. there is a partial overlap between fDðPDÞ and fSðPSÞ,

and
5. � must be small enough.

5.2 Simulation for Uplink Data Traffic via SMC

The environment for simulating the SMC network is
developed under OPNET Modeler. We construct the SMC
network consisting of one UCC and 50 SMs randomly placed
in a 500
 500 square meters area (as shown in Fig. 8a) and

adopt the IEEE 802.15.4 standard protocol for its wireless
communications infrastructure; a ZigBee coordinator (used
for UCC) and ZigBee routers (used for SMs) with full
functionalities are selected in order to form a mesh topology.
The frequency band of 2.4 GHz is chosen to support a data
rate of up to 250 kb/s depending on the distance between the
devices up to 100 meters, as described in [39]. In the SMC
network (presented in Section 3.2), each SM periodically
transmits a data packet with its energy profile information to
the UCC. The UCC has no packets to send back to SMs until
notification packets for disconnection are required. Since
most of the data packets are involved in the upstream of the
SMC, we will only consider the upstream data traffic in this
paper during the selection process.

Three scenarios are developed in the simulation: the first
scenario represents a default situation where periodic data
transmission from SMs to UCC always takes place even if
some SMs are disconnected from the grid; the second
scenario assumes 25 SMs are called to disconnect from the
grid (therefore, stop data transmission), and the discon-
nected SMs are assumed to be dispersed or balanced
throughout the topology (shown in Fig. 8b); the third
scenario follows the second scenario except that the
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TABLE 2
The Outcomes of Algorithms Applied to Different Scenarios in Fig. 7 Correspondingly

Note that � is the ratio of the energy efficiency of schemes (NID, NDS, MNDS, RVS) to that of NIE, and U is the ratio of the total number of connected
units achieved in schemes (NID, NIE, MNDS, RVS) to that in NDS.



disconnected SMs are concentrated mostly in one area

(shown in Fig. 8c). For each scenario, acknowledgment for

data reception is activated and different sizes for data

packets transmitted from SMs to the UCC are tested: 500 b,

1 kb, and 2 kb. Furthermore, each SM transmits a data packet

to the UCC every 5 seconds and the simulation time lasts for

an hour. A notification of disconnection is taken place at

approximately 1;200 second. From the simulation results as
shown in Fig. 9, the total data traffic is reduced by
approximately 50 percent whereas E2E delay is reduced
by 4-8 percent; this is because the proposed algorithm halts
the data transmission from the disconnected SMs during the
disconnection period. Note that the location of disconnected
SMs based on the selection process may affect the
performance of data traffic and E2E delay. As observed
from Fig. 9, the topology of disconnected SMs located in
a concentrated region involves more data traffic (due to
extra control bits) and larger E2E delay than that located in a
dispersed manner. A further investigation on this outcome
is required for the future work.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have investigated congestion in the electric
power system. Congestion can occur in a traditional way
due to variability of demands and intermittency of renew-
able energy when network resources are limited. Similarly,
congestion is foreseen to exist in the distribution grid when
the number of solar units in neighborhoods increases and
when energy consumption is low. We formulate the solar
surplus congestion in the distribution grid as one type of 0/1
knapsack problems and solve it with greedy strategies. We
achieve our objectives by maximizing the number of
connected units on the grid as well as improving cumulative
demand values subject to the power capacity constraint.
Computation time of the selection algorithms as well as data
traffic loads in the smart metering communications is taken
into consideration. We have shown via extensive simula-
tions that the proposed algorithms for disconnecting solar
units during the selection process have achieved the
objectives. Our models for (dis/re)connection minimize
computation time at the utility control center. The upstream
data traffic via smart metering communications and corre-
sponding end-to-end delay are also reduced based on our
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Fig. 9. Involved data traffic (a) and global end-to-end delay (b) between
the UCC and SMs.

Fig. 7. PMFs of demand and surplus corresponding to the scenarios in
Table 2.

Fig. 8. The network topology in which the dark circle represents UCC
whereas white/gray circles represent the connected/disconnected SMs.



simulation results. Our proposal benefits utilities in both
economic and technical terms.

For the future work, we will investigate the packet loss
due to wireless impairments and the effect of bursty traffic on
system performance. Furthermore, the proposed algorithms
for solar disconnection due to varying demands and
surpluses may yield different selection solutions. We will
take the differences into account while they can have
potentials to alter the network topology at different periods;
meanwhile, fairness in selection should also be determined.
Moreover, combining other distributed generation such as
wind and microCHP with the PV solar system will also be
considered in our future research endeavor.
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